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The lecture starts with discussing the consensus & persistence in longest chain. Then it digs into
the structure of Bitcoin system–header chain, including the advantages of header chain, the con-
cept of commitment and the transaction grinding. Then some basic information about the Bitcoin
system is introduced, including the website of inspecting the Bitcoin system and some intrinsic
parameters in Bitcoin system. At last, the economics of mining will be discussed, especially the
strategy – mining pools, including the reason for using such strategy and how mining pools
work without trusting on each other.

4.1 Consensus & persistence.

The nodes in blockchain system which has a decentralized structure do not need to always have
uniform recognition of the longest chain. The longest chain can vary on different nodes at the
same time, or same nodes at different time since there may be some branches of blockchain. To
achieve the consensus & persistence, two requirements should be satisfied,
• Match among different nodes at same time. (Consensus)
• Match among different times of same node. (Persistence)

Match is defined as the similar blocks in the longest chains from different perspectives. Further-
more, to show the persistence along the time, it is necessary to show that the longest chain will not
change or reverse significantly with time. Such persistence require the majority of computational
power is controlled by the honest nodes.

4.2 Deeper into Bitcion system.

The blockchain structure will be discussed, especially how different blocks connect to each other.
As mentioned in previous lectures, the miners can choose to create a hash of the block that they
want to connect to (the previous block). The previous block will be denoted as B0 where the hash
of block is H(B0). Then they can hash the previous hash H(B0) and random nonces to find the
nonce that

H(H(B0), Nonces) < Threshold.

After a miner luckily find a nonce that satisfies the inequality above before others, a new block
connecting to B0 is created. Since all nodes in the blockchain system can easily check the inequal-
ity, then they will know that the new block is pointed to B0.
The method above is obviously executable to create a series of blocks, however, another method
has some difference with the previous one is used in Bitcoin system – Header chain. The header
chain means that instead of hashing the whole block, now the miners only hash the header of
block they want to connect. The header of the block B1 can be denoted as α(B1). α(B1) contains
several different information,
• The hash of the previous block’s (B0) header : H(α(B0)).
• The commitment of all transactions in B1 : CMT (TxB1).
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• Some nonce that make inequality H(H(α(B0)), CMT (B1), Nonce) < Threshold hold.

Figure 4.1: Header chain

4.2.1 Advantages of header chain.

The header chain structure can help nodes to identify the longest chain without downloading all
blocks and checking the hash function of these blocks. For instance, a new node will receive the
information from different nodes connecting to it. Different nodes may have different perspec-
tives of longest chain, the new node only need to download the headers of blocks from different
nodes to identify the longest chain. After recognizing the longest chain, the new node only need
to download the blocks of the longest chain.
Otherwise, the new nodes may need to download all different blocks from different nodes. Some
nodes may send some juke, invalid blocks to new nodes. As a result, the header chain structure
also protect the new nodes from such attack.

4.2.2 Commitment.

The definition of ”commit” is that, a string S is saying to commit on a data item D1 means that
given the string, it is practically impossible to find a different data item D2 which has similar
string S. An example is the string S created from the hash function. Since it is practically im-
possible to find D2 where H(D1) = H(D2), then S = H(D1) commits to data item D1. Then
commitment is defined as a string that commits on a data item.
The commitment on the all transactions in B1 means that the other nodes can always check the
transactions in block B1 that if the commitment of these transactions equal to the commitment in
the header. If someone modify the transactions, it is impossible for them to find similar commit-
ment using different data item. Then the only way they will be able to modify the transactions is
to change the whole block. In previous lecture, such attack has also been discussed that attackers
need to create a longer chain from the block they want to modify.
The commitment in real Bitcoin system is calculated based on hash function, but it is more com-
plex than hash function. It will calculate hash value for each transaction then use Merkle Tree to
get the commitment. [2]
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4.2.3 Transaction grinding.

Since the miners can always choose how many transactions to make the commitment, now it
seems that there are 2 degree of freedom of calculating the hash function. One degree is that
miners can choose a random subset of transactions in his block, another degree is the random
nonces. However, the miners will never choose to use a random subset to calculate the hash
function. There are 2 reasons.
First reason is that no matter the miners randomly choose the subsets of transactions or nonces,
the only thing that help miners to create more blocks is to use more computational power. The
property of the hash function determines that changing nonces or subsets are similar for calculate
hash.
Second reason appears since the first reason is not convincing enough. Why do miner never use
subsets of transactions in his block if changing subsets and nonces are similar? The reason is
that the if the miners want to maximize his profits, he should include all transactions into the
commitment. Then these transactions will be valid since the previous discussion in Commitment
shows that others can check if the transactions match the commitments. Then miners can make
money from these valid transactions.

4.3 Bitcoin system basics and related calculation.

4.3.1 Bitcoin system basics.

he website http://btc.com offers real time information about the Bitcoin system. The infor-
mation like the depth of Bitcoin chain, mining companies, hash value of each block and so on,
can be found on the website.
The mining process is how new blocks in Bitcoin system are created, and the miners need to show
their computational power called proof of work. With more or less people are mining, the total
computational power will increase or decrease. To keep the constant speed of generating new
blocks, which is average 10 minutes 1 block, the difficulty of mining will be adjusted every 2016
blocks. Both 10 minutes and 2016 blocks are fixed parameter inside the Bitcoin system.
The difficulty τ can be defined as the threshold of the hash value that H < τ , H is defined at
section 4.2 as H = H(H(α(B0)), CMT (B1), Nonce).
The figure 1 shows the hash values at 2020-10-16 contains 19 leading zeros. The number of leading
zeros of hash value, denoted as l, can be thought as an estimation of the difficulty τ . Because
larger l means more leading zeros in hash value, then the threshold will be smaller. It means that
it is more difficult to find H < τ . Given the fixed total computational power, if l is too large, the
threshold will be too small, the difficulty will enlarge the time interval between blocks; if l is too
small, too many blocks will be created in very short time period. The hash values on the website
is in hexadecimal. As a result, l = 76 in binary system. Then the difficulty τ ∼ 2256−l. Then
H < 2256−l.
The figure 4.2 also shows that the block reward as present is almost 6.25 BTC, and it is 12.5 BTC a
year age. Reason is the bitcoin system will half the reward after n blocks are created to keep the
total number of BTC is 21 million. 80− 90 percents of BTC have already be mined so far. [1]

4.3.2 Related calculation

Example 1: The average number of times of calculating hash value to create a new block at 2020-
10-16. Using the information that the hash values contain 19 leading zeros in hexadecimal. The

http://btc.com
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Figure 4.2: Screen shot of http://btc.com at 2020-10-16

probability of one calculation to get the object hash value will be

P (H < 2256−76) =
2180

2256
= 2−76.

Then averagely, 276 calculations are needed to mine a new block.
Example 2: The average number of times of calculating hash value per second. Recalling that the
Bitcoin system is designed to generate a new block per 10 minute. Then hashrate will be

276

600
= 1.25× 1020 = 125EH/s (1EH/S = 1018times/s).

As showed in Figure 4.3, the hashrate on the website is close to the estimation.

4.4 The economics of mining – mining pools.

There are two reasons for mining.
• Block reward after mining a new block.
• Transaction fee on every transaction.

Every transaction included in the block will pay the transaction fees to the miner who created
the block. The transaction fees are not prescribed in the system, it is based on market. If some
transaction fees are low, the miners can choose not to include these transactions. Currently, the
block reward is much greater than transaction fees. The block reward now is 6.25 BTC per block.
To get the reward, miners need to calculate 276 ∼ 7 × 1022 hash values. And the price for cloud
miners will be 0.6$/(1010H/s). Obviously, it is non-profitable for cloud miners.
To make profit, some strategic behaviors are observed. For instance, mining pools. The most
interesting part of mining pools is that this kind of cooperative mining does not rely on trust.

http://btc.com
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Figure 4.3: Screen shot of http://btc.com at 2020-10-16

4.4.1 The reason for mining pools.

For a miner A, if computational power of A is fixed and the total computational power of all
miners is also fixed, then the expected return of A is fixed no matter A mines alone or cooperates
with others. However, ifAmines alone, the variance of return will be very large since there are so
many miners. Furthermore, since the total number of blocks that can be generated in a period is
almost a constant, most individual miners can be expected have return 0 after mining sometime.
However, if many miners cooperate together that once one of the miners gets lucky, then all
miners can make profit based on their computational power. As a result, mining pools reduce the
variance of return while keeping the expected return same. Miners who do not want to take too
much risks will join the mining pools.

4.4.2 The mechanism for mining pools without trust.

The previous discussion seems to include some mechanism of splitting the profit based on the
trust on each other or trust on some kind of centralized coordinator. However, the special prop-
erties of Bitcoin chain can make miners work together without trusting on anyone else.
The first property is that miners have no power to modify the blocks after mining even the blocks
are created by them. It means that if a block is created, broadcasted and included in the longest
chain, the information on the block will be always be accepted unless an even longer chain is
created which does not include the block. The property determines that the miners can make
some agreement before mining, for instance, they can write the profit into the block before mining.
Once the block is mining successfully, then the profit will be distributed according to the pre-
decided way inside the block.
However, the first property can not make sure that all miners will work as the way they deter-
mined, for instance, the miners can mine the block just for themselves after joining the mining

http://btc.com
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pools. Then the second property of block chain is that everyone can check the hash value of other
miners in mining pool to make sure that they are working on the same block. Since it is practically
impossible to generate same hash value for different input, there is no way for miners to cheat
other miners without being found. As a result, the miners in the mining pool only need to check
the hash values from others every some time period t, for instance, every second.
Additionally, the miners also need to confirm that others are using the computational power that
they claim they have. The computational power can be checked by hash value, too. Although
for some miners, it is impossible to get value H < τ , but they will definitely generate some hash
values with some leading zeros. The leading zeros is their partial proof of work. They need to
send the partial proof of work every some time period t to others.
The one last problem is that some miners may cheat after some time T . It seems that other miners
will waste T , actually other miners only waste time t which is the period of sending the partial
proof of work. The reason is the expected returns from 0 → T − t is still same as the returns
written into the block they are mining. The expected return decrease only in T − t → T because
someone is cheating. Then other miners can always stop working to kick that one out.
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